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ABSTRACT

Reselection of composite service is one of the core research issues in service computing field. In practical scenarios, because of business relations between service providers or the restrictions of service physical deployment environment, there may be correlation among services. Its existence affects the quality of services used together, makes corresponding abstract services potentially correlating with each other. This leads the QoS used to determine the bindings between abstract and concrete services to be inaccurate, and the selected services would not be the optimal one in actual execution environment. In this paper, the QoS-Correlation services are extracted from the execution log through Apriori data mining method. Then, the authors capture the correlated abstract services to present such correlations in a higher level of abstraction regardless of actual services. In the final, the correlated abstract services will be regarded as a task unit, and the corresponding correlation services of each task unit as its candidate services set. They also propose a correlation-aware service selection method in the paper. The method includes runtime reselection whenever the actual QoS largely deviates from the estimates.
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INTRODUCTION

Web service is autonomous software system which can be advertised, located and accessed through messages transmitted using Internet protocols (Liangzhao, Boualem et al. 2004). In general, abstract service is used to describe a group of functionally equivalent concrete services. Many Web services implement same functionality but different nonfunctional characteristics, i.e., QoS parameters. A composite service is composed of some abstract services, each of them can be bound one or more concrete services to satisfy the QoS constraints imposed by the SLA (Tao, Yue et al. 2007).

Web services operate autonomously in highly variable environments. It is likely that the actual QoS values of services may deviate
from the initial estimates (Gianpaolo, Leandro et al. 2012). In the worst case, the result of deviations from estimated QoS and actual execution profiles of composite service might not be compliant with the agreed SLA. Such dynamic nature of Web services initiates the need to renew the bindings between abstract services and concrete services. Many approaches monitor the QoS for the running services and re-estimate various qualities attributes’ parameters expected for the composite service. When a large deviation from estimated values and actual running status is monitored, then the slice of the service workflow that still has to be executed will be determined, simply referred to as rebinding slice (Gerardo, Massimiliano et al. 2008). In finally, a new execution plan will be revised for the rebinding slice at runtime according to the current execution status (i.e., the actual QoS delivered by successfully completed services) (Danilo and Barbara et al. 2007; Lina, Simon et al. 2013; Marie, Roberto et al. 2013).

However, above researches assume that the tasks (In the rest of paper, we use task and abstract service interchangeably) are independent with each other in the workflow, the binding between task and concrete service is unrelated with other tasks. They ignore a potential fact: there may be existing correlations among Web services that influence the quality of each other. Consider a travel planner composite service as shown in Figure 1a. Each task has several candidate services, with price of these services in Figure 1b. Suppose the hotel Holiday Inn gives a special price (100 instead of 200) if the payment tool user chosen is HSBC credit card, due to the partnership between them. If we assume independence between individual services, then we cannot get the discount price. This means that there is potential correlation between payment and hotel task. On the other hand, if Hilton Hotel and Southern Airlines are clients of HSBC, due to network environment (all the operations are finished inside the bank HSBC), the response time will be shorter and operations will be more reliability. Therefore, ignore the correlations among individual services would negatively affect the result of composite service selection or reselection. Currently, some dependencies among services are studied and modeled. But these approaches assume the correlations have already existed (Lina, Simon et al. 2012; Peter and Maria 2010) or service providers have declared the correlations in the services specification (Hua, Fei et al. 2010; Fei, Dongming et al. 2010). They only introduce the QoS description mode supporting service correlation or some correlation-based composite service selection method. Despite presenting an array of correlation-based modeling methods, there is no serious discussion about how to extract the correlations. This would directly limit application scope of correlation-aware modeling methods.

The reasons for correlations among services are complicated not only because of the partnerships between service providers, but also because of the influence of environment. It is difficult to acquire its full information and to directly analyze which services have correlations. To address this problem, we use black box analysis approach to consider the correlation context for service reselection. The true QoS can be gotten only after the execution (Wenmin, Wanchun et al. 2011), by using the history records of services performance quality to extract the services with higher QoS which are frequently used together in the set of efficient execution instances. To facilitate using the correlation in a flexible and reusable way, we present the correlation in a higher level of abstraction independent of actual services by mapping the correlations among services to tasks.

The general process of our approach is described as follows. Firstly, we use Apriori algorithm (Agrawal, Imielinski et al. 1993) to mine the services with better QoS when they are used together from the execution log. The result that we mined is a set of QoS correlation services; secondly, a group of tasks specifies the functionality of a certain type of QoS correlation services. Such as, booking hotel and payment tasks have some candidate services with QoS correlation. By measuring the number of correlation services that belong to a set of
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